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ABSTRACT: We have investigated the role of ZrO2 on the nucleation/crystallization properties of 

aluminosilicate glasses. A comparison between Zr-free and Zr-bearing glasses shows that adding ZrO2 favors 

nucleation in Li-, Mg-, Ca- and Zn-bearing glasses and has no effects in Na-bearing glasses. The Zr environment 

has been elucidated coupling X-ray absorption spectroscopy at both Zr K- and L2,3-edges. The Zr environment 

corresponds to six-fold coordinated sites (Li and Na glasses) and seven-fold coordinated sites (Mg, Ca and Zn 

glasses), indicating the coordination number has little influence on the ability to crystallize. Direct Zr-Zr 

polyhedral linkages are observed for all glasses except the Na-bearing one. Since no correlation between the 

local Zr site and its ability to promote nucleation can be observed, the origin of the nucleating role of Zr has been 

interpreted as resulting from the Zr distribution with the aluminosilicate matrix. The poor crystallization ability 

for Na-bearing glasses is due to the lack of direct Zr-Zr linkages. Medium range ordering appears as a key 

parameter to explain properties of Zr-bearing glasses. 

KEYWORDS: non-crystalline materials, oxides, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC); XAFS (EXAFS and 

XANES); nucleation; optical properties 
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1. Introduction 

 

Glass-ceramics represent advanced glass-crystal composite materials with improved 

physical and chemical properties (e.g. low thermal expansion coefficients, high thermal and 

chemical stability, high mechanical strength), which leads to many innovative applications 

[1,2]. During heat treatment of a parent glass, nucleating agents, such as TiO2 and/or ZrO2, 

help to develop internal homogeneous nucleation, while decreasing the crystallization 

temperature, and to control the crystallization mechanism and the size distribution of the final 

crystals [3,4]. 

Different explanations have been proposed about the structural origin of the role 

played by nucleating agents in glasses. Early works indicated the possibility of a liquid-liquid 

phase separation [5,6], followed by the formation of crystalline phases containing theses 

nucleating elements. Recent experimental investigations have shown that the pristine glass, 

despite being macroscopically homogeneous, presents structural fluctuations at the atomic 

scale [7,8]. These inhomogeneities may prefigure the crystalline phases appearing upon heat 

treatment and lower the energy barrier for nucleation, explaining at least partially the 

discrepancies between experimental and theoretical nucleation rates [9,10]. These static 

density fluctuations may correspond to a non-homogeneous distribution of nucleating agents 

[11] or to preferential linkages between coordination polyhedra [12,13]. 

The environment around most nucleating agents (Ti, Zr, Cr) can be selectively 

investigated by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), giving structural information on site 

geometry and the topology of the linkage of these sites to the glassy network [14-20]. In 

addition, much information on the local structure around Zr in glasses has been gained by 

coupling XAS data with numerical modeling [21]. The role of Zr is of special interest because 

this element is an active nucleating agent at low content in alkali or alkaline-earth 

aluminosilicate systems [4,19,22,23]. Conversely, Zr has been considered to stabilize nuclear 

waste glasses against alteration in closed systems [24-26]. In this case, Zr occurs in ZrO6 

octahedra, which are charge-compensated by Ca2+ ions and share corner with silicate groups. 

Under silico near-saturation conditions, Zr maintains its coordination due to its ability to 

retain Ca2+ ions for charge-compensation, thus participating to the preservation of the silicate 

network connectivity.  

Describing the atomic-scale processes of the early steps of nucleation/crystallization 

should allow a better understanding of the relation between physico-chemical properties of 
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Zr-bearing glasses and the structure, including its chemical dependence. This knowledge is 

mandatory to predict the role of elements such as Zr in the modification of glass properties 

during crystallization. In this study, we demonstrate that drastic modifications of the Zr 

environment in aluminosilicate glasses occur by changing the nature of the alkali and alkaline 

earth, for a similar network-forming content. The comparison between Zr-free and Zr-bearing 

glasses illustrates the role of this element on the nucleation/crystallization properties for these 

glasses. Zirconium can be found in 6- or 7-fold coordinated sites in the investigated glasses, 

indicating that Zr coordination does not control nucleation. Medium range ordering, among 

which the linkage between the Zr sites, appears to be a key parameter in defining the 

properties of Zr-bearing glasses.  

 

2. Experimental 

 

2.1. Materials 

 

The glasses (Table 1) were prepared from high-purity compounds. Starting materials were 

ground together, dried and melted in a Pt crucible at 1650°C for 2 hours, then quenched by 

immersing the bottom of the crucible into water. Resulting glasses were ground and molten 

once again to ensure a good homogeneity. X-ray powder diffraction patterns confirmed that 

all samples are amorphous. 

TiZrO4 [27], natural elpidite, Na2ZrSi6O15
.3H2O [28], lemoynite, 

(Na,K)2CaZr2Si10O26
.5-6H2O [29] and synthetic baghdadite, Ca3ZrSi2O9 (synthesized 

following [30]) [31] were used as model compounds of 6-fold coordinated Zr, [6]Zr, with 

variable degrees of site distortion. Baddeleyite (m-ZrO2) [32] was used as model compound 

of 7-fold coordinated Zr, [7]Zr. Cubic zironia (c-ZrO2) [33], tetragonal Y-doped zirconia (t-

ZrO2 from Saint-Gobain Zirpro) [33] and natural zircon (ZrSiO4) [34] were used as model 

compounds of 8-fold coordinated Zr, [8]Zr. t-ZrO2 contains less than 3% m-ZrO2. Each model 

compound was verified by X-ray powder diffraction.  

 

2.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) thermograms were recorded on a Setaram 

Multi-HTC 96, under N2 flux, in Pt crucible with a heat rate of 5 K min-1 from 450°C up to 

1550°C. The samples were grounded and sieved at 45 µm to control the granulometry. Energy 
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calibration was made with respect to sapphire and calculations were carried out as explained 

previously [35]. 

 

2.3. Zr L2,3-edges X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

 

Zr L2,3-edges XANES (X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure) spectra have been collected 

on the LUCIA beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron (France) using a Si(111) double crystal 

monochromator [36]. The XANES spectra have been recorded in the fluorescence mode with 

a silicon drift diode detector, and steps of 0.1 eV over the L3 and L2 energy ranges (2200-

2250 eV and 2300-2315 eV, respectively), with a counting time of 3 s. At least two spectra 

have been averaged to increase the signal to noise ratio. Bulk samples were fixed on a 

graphite tape stuck on copper slides. Spectra have been normalized to the high energy side of 

each edge [37]. 

 

2.4. Zr K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

 

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) data were collected at Zr K-edge (17998 eV) on 

the XAFS beam line of the Elettra synchrotron (Italy) [38]. Data were recorded in 

transmission mode with a Si(111) monochromator and a 2 s/point integration time, on 

powdered samples mixed with the appropriate amount of boron nitride to match an absorption 

step of ~1. An average of 8 spectra was measured at 77 K in a liquid nitrogen cryostat. 

Incident and transmitted X-ray intensities were measured using Ar filled ionization chambers. 

The beam size was approximately 8 mm by 3 mm. Energy was calibrated respective to 

metallic Zr.  

 

2.5. EXAFS data reduction and analysis 

 

EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) data reduction and analysis were 

performed by means of the GNXAS software package [39]. This program analyzes the data 

directly in energy space by comparing the raw experimental data µexp(E) with a model 

absorption coefficient µth(E). This model includes the structural signal, χ(E), and other 

components of the spectrum (edge-jump, post-edge atomic background). Moreover, the 

modulation of the atomic post-edge background can include the effects of multiple excitation 
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edges that are present in the Zr K-edge absorption spectrum. The theoretical χ(E) is given by 

a combination of n-body signals, γ(n), calculated ab initio according to the muffin-tin 

approximation. Each γ(n) is convoluted with an appropriate n-body distribution function 

refined during the fitting procedure.  

The fit of the EXAFS data has been performed as previously described [7], based only 

on three two-body signals (γ(2)). The amplitude reduction factor S0
2 is fixed to 0.75 as 

determined from crystalline references [7]. The parameters for energy resolution and for 

correction of electron scattering length are fixed to 1.8 eV, which is the intrinsic resolution of 

the monochromator at 18 keV, and at 0, respectively. The fit is performed on the energy range 

18055-19150 eV. The parameters used in the fits are for each shell the coordination number 

(CN), the bond length (R) and the variance (Debye-Waller, σ2). 

 

3. Results 

 

3.1. DSC investigations 

 

Fig. 1 shows the DSC curves obtained during heating for the different glasses with and 

without ZrO2. We observe the typical effects of the nucleating role of ZrO2: the addition of 

ZrO2 yields the appearance of a new endothermic peak above the glass transition temperature, 

Tg, for MAS, CAS and LAS glasses. There is also a systematic decrease of several tenths of 

degrees for all thermodynamic events and especially the first crystallization peak (Table 1).  

For ZAS-Zr sample, the first exothermic event appears at lower temperature than for ZAS 

with a significant increase of the area. The attribution of the different thermodynamic events 

is beyond the scope of this paper and would require extended X-ray diffraction investigation. 

For MAS-Zr, the nucleation of ZrO2 (peak at ~954 °C) is more separated than that of the 

glassy matrix (peak at ~1022 °C). For CAS-Zr, the exothermic event appearing at low 

temperature may be assigned to the crystallization of ZrO2 [40]. This again indicates that 

ZrO2 is active in the crystallization of these glasses, though its influence on the crystallization 

of the overall glassy matrix is more limited compared with ZAS and MAS systems. The effect 

of adding ZrO2 is particularly spectacular for the LAS system. Indeed, LAS does not 

crystallize under the experimental conditions applied in this thermal analysis, whereas an 

intense exotherm event is seen for LAS-Zr at 837 °C, which is also the thermal event at the 

lowest temperature observed in this study. Finally, NAS and NAS-Zr glasses do not show any 
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thermal event, indicating that, only for this system (and under the present experimental 

conditions of the thermal analysis), ZrO2 does not have any detectable nucleating role.  

 

3.2. XANES results 

 

The Zr L2,3-edge XANES spectra (Fig. 2) of [6]Zr, [7]Zr and [8]Zr model compounds show 

the influence of the Zr coordination number and site geometry. The L2,3 edges are due to 

transition from 2p to 4d states. In Oh symmetry, the two peaks in the Zr L3- (A1-A2) and L2-

edge spectra (B1-B2) are associated with the crystal field splitting of the 4d states into t2g and 

eg empty states. The apparent crystal field splitting value is ∆apparent = 3.0 ± 0.5 eV for [6]Zr 

model compounds, except for TiZrO4 (∆apparent = 2.5 ± 0.5 eV) which exhibits a broadening of 

L2,3-edges. This arises from an important site distortion that further splits the t2g and eg. An 

even smaller apparent crystal field splitting value, ∆apparent = 2.1 ± 0.5 eV, and further 

broadening and splitting of the final states limit the resolution of edge components in the local 

site symmetry of the [7]Zr and [8]Zr model compounds. These values are consistent with 

multiplet calculations [41]. 

The Zr L2,3-edge XANES spectra of the glasses (Fig. 3) can be separated into two 

groups, LAS-NAS-Zr and (M,Z)AS-CAS-Zr. The former exhibit two well-resolved features 

with an apparent crystal field splitting value, ∆apparent = 2.9 ± 0.5 eV, close to that for regular 

[6]Zr model compounds. K-edge XANES spectra (Fig. 4) are also similar for these two glasses 

with the C component being more intense than the B component and similar to those observed 

in [6]Zr model compounds [41-43] . The LAS-Zr glass exhibits a first EXAFS oscillation 

(peak D in Fig. 4) slightly shifted towards high energies compared to the NAS-Zr glass, 

which suggests a slight difference in the Zr environment between the two glasses. The pre-

edge feature (labeled “A” in Fig. 4) corresponds to a 1s → 4d transition, allowed by p-d 

mixing [44]. Its absence in LAS-Zr and NAS-Zr is indicative of a regular [6]Zr site, as 

observed in crystalline zirconosilicates [7,19,43,44]. 

For (M,Z)AS,CAS-Zr glasses, the apparent crystal field splitting value derived from Zr 

L2,3-edge XANES spectra (Fig. 3) decreases to 2.0 ± 0.5 eV, without significant broadening of 

the edge features. These values are close to those found for [7]Zr and [8]Zr model compounds. 

K-edge XANES spectra (Fig. 4) are all similar for the Mg, Ca and Zn aluminosilicate glasses 

with B and C components of equivalent intensity. Moreover, a pre-edge A is always observed, 

indicating the presence of Zr sites distorted from centrosymmetry. As in MAS-Zr [19], Zr is 
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present in a high coordinated site in Mg,Ca,Zn-bearing aluminosilicate glasses. Despite minor 

differences in the K and L2,3-edge XANES spectra, the Zr environment in CAS-Zr is close to 

that in (M,Z)AS-Zr glasses.  

 

3.3. EXAFS results 

 

The Zr K-edge EXAFS spectra (Fig. 5a) of the investigated glasses are very contrasted: for 

LAS-Zr and NAS-Zr, there is a single, dominant contribution, as the spectra obtained for 

CAS-Zr, MAS-Zr, ZMAS-Zr and ZAS-Zr are more complex and less intense, indicating the 

contribution from various neighboring shells. This is well illustrated by the moduli of the 

Fourier transforms, which are five times more intense in the former, due to the contribution of 

the oxygen coordination shell (Fig. 5b), as the latter shows a more important contribution 

from the second and third next-nearest neighbors relative to the oxygen shell.  

The Zr environment for the ZMAS-Zr glass has been previously described [7]: it 

corresponds to a first shell of 7 oxygen neighbors at 2.11 Å, a second shell of (Si, Al, Mg) 

atoms at 3.11 Å and a Zr shell at 3.38 Å. This environment is similar for ZAS-Zr, MAS-Zr 

and CAS-Zr (Fig. 5, Table 2). The local structure around Zr for these glasses may then be 

described by the presence of edge-sharing [7]Zr sites (Fig. 6a). 

The NAS-Zr glass shows the presence of [6]Zr, in accordance with XANES results. A 

similar coordination has been found in alkali (boro)silicate glasses [41]. This contribution 

dominates the EXAFS spectrum. A second shell involves Si and/or Al neighbors. The Zr-

(Si,Al) distances are larger than in the other glasses investigated, indicating corner-sharing 

linkages. On the contrary, in the glasses based on divalent cations and the LAS-Zr glass, Zr 

polyhedron mainly shares edge linkages with other (Si,Al) polyhedra (see below). Including a 

further Zr shell improves only slightly the fit: this is consistent with the absence of Zr-Zr 

correlations in Na silicate and aluminoborosilicate glasses [21,41,42]. 

In LAS-Zr, EXAFS data indicate the presence of [6]Zr environment, as in NAS-Zr and 

in accordance with L2,3 and K-edge XANES data. Here too, this contribution dominates the 

EXAFS spectrum. The average Zr-O distance is smaller for [6]Zr than for [7]Zr. As in NAS-Zr, 

the variance of the Zr-O distances is lower than for (Z,M,C)AS-Zr, an indication of a lower Zr 

coordination number and a less distorted site, which is also confirmed by the lack of a pre-

edge feature A in the K-edge XANES spectrum (Fig. 4) and the symmetric shape of the L2,3 

XANES spectrum. However, the Debye-Waller like parameter is twice larger than in NAS, 

indicating some radial disorder. A major difference with NAS-Zr is the presence of (Si,Al) 
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neighbors at 3.07 Å. This short distance indicates edge-sharing linkages, similar to 

observations for the glasses containing divalent cations, and opposed to the corner-sharing 

linkage observed in NAS-Zr.  

 

4. Discussion 

 

4.1. Zr-coordination number 

 

An important result of our investigation is that Zr coordination cannot be a relevant 

parameter to establish the nucleating role of this element. Indeed, Zr in octahedral sites can be 

observed in the LAS glass where ZrO2 is a strong, widely used, nucleating agent and in the 

NAS glass, where no nucleation occurs in the experimental condition of our DSC 

measurements. This suggests that structural differences between these glasses may occur in 

the medium range order.  

The nucleating effect of ZrO2 in ZAS, MAS, CAS and LAS glasses is accompanied by a 

decrease in the crystallization temperatures (Fig. 1, Table 1). The LAS system shows the 

greatest influence of ZrO2 as a nucleating agent: no crystallization is observed for LAS while 

LAS-Zr exhibits the lowest temperature exotherm for all aluminosilicate glasses. This result 

explains, in part, the attractiveness of this system in industrial applications. The only sample 

for which the introduction of ZrO2 has no influence, given the chosen experimental conditions 

of thermal analysis, is NAS-Zr. The structure of this glass and the environment around Zr is 

thus a paramount issue to understand the role of nucleating agent of ZrO2.  

XANES results indicate that Zr coordination depends on the nature of the cation: [6]Zr 

with alkalis and [7]Zr with divalent cations. In alkali aluminosilicate glasses, Zr environment 

corresponds to [6]Zr sites, as observed for silicate and borosilicate glasses [21,41]. In 

(Z,M,C)AS-Zr glasses, the interpretation is less straightforward. The L2,3-edges spectra for 

these glasses share some similarities with the spectrum for ZrTiO4. In this crystalline 

reference, Zr is in a strongly distorted octahedral site with distances at 1.766, 2.051 and 

2.296 Å [27]. However, the apparent crystal field splitting values for the glasses are 

significantly lower (2.0 eV) than that for ZrTiO4 (2.5 eV), whereas they are very close to 

those for crystalline references containing [7]Zr (2.1 eV). Moreover, a previous EXAFS 

investigation of MAS-Zr glass has evidenced a Zr-O coordination number close to 7 with an 

average Zr-O distance at 2.11 Å [7]. Therefore, rather than a distorted [6]Zr site, we expect 

that Zr is localized in [7]Zr sites in (Z,M,C)AS-Zr glasses, given the similarities between all 
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spectra.  

For the CAS-Zr glass, the results differ from a previous EXAFS investigation of a 

calcium silicate glass containing Zr [17,45], in which it was concluded to an octahedral Zr 

environment (with CN=5.5-6.8) with a Zr-O distance of 2.08-2.14 Å. The XANES spectra for 

CAS-Zr (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) are slightly different from those of (Z,M)AS-Zr glasses, which 

could indicate the presence of lower coordinated Zr sites for CAS-Zr, but with a small 

amount. The presence of minority [7]Zr has been also suggested in borosilicate glasses, with 

high zirconia content but with no evidence of Zr-Zr pair correlations [46]. In highly 

polymerized natural glasses (rhyolitic compositions), the mean Zr-O distance (2.10 ± 0.01 Å) 

and the appearance of Zr-Zr contributions at ~ 3.67 ± 0.05 Å were interpreted as evidence for 

minor amounts of [8]Zr [47]. In our glasses, the polymerization of the network cannot be the 

reason for the different Zr coordination number because all the studied glasses are slightly 

peraluminous and thus with few non-bridging oxygens. The nature of alkali or alkaline-earth 

cations impacts the charge compensation of Zr polyhedra. Similarly to Zr, Al is often 

observed in high coordinated sites when alkaline-earth cations are present [48,49]. This 

corresponds to a less favorable charge compensating role of alkaline-earth cations compared 

to alkali cations [50].  

 

4.2. Medium range organization: the linkage to the aluminosilicate network 

 

The Zr polyhedra are associated with the aluminosilicate network as show by the (Si,Al) 

second shell. Al coordination has been investigated in MAS and CAS glasses, with [5]Al and 
[6]Al present even in peralkaline compositions (RO/Al2O3>1 with R=Ca or Mg) [48,49,51,52]. 

However, these highly coordinated Al-species are not observed in alkali aluminosilicate 

systems. Zr-[5]Al linkages could be favored to minimize charge repulsion between the highly 

charged cations: the short Zr(Si,Al) distance of 3.1 Å (Table 2) is similar to the [8]Zr-Si bond 

length of 2.98 Å in crystalline ZrSiO4 corresponding to edge-sharing. This is the Zr 

environment proposed in Figure 6b for ZrO7 polyhedra in (Z,M,C)AS-Zr glasses. In LAS-Zr, 

the Zr-(second neighbor) distance is short (3.07 Å, Table 2). This could be due to higher [4]Al 

neighbors as [5]Al content is small in alkali aluminosilicate glasses. A schematic 

representation of the Zr environment for this glass is proposed in Figure 6b that shows a ZrO6 

octahedron sharing edges with another ZrO6 octahedron and (Si,Al) tetrahedra. On the 

contrary, in the NAS-Zr glass, the Zr(Si,Al) distances are longer (3.42 Å, Table 2) suggesting 

a more open structure with corner sharing polyhedra (Fig. 6c). 
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Edge-sharing distances between cations may explain the limited thermal stability of the 

investigated glasses containing Li, Mg, Ca or Zn. By contrast, the longer Zr-(Al,Si) distance 

minimizes electrostatic repulsion between cations, which may explain the lower 

crystallization ability for the NAS-Zr composition.  

 

4.3. Medium range organization: Zr clustering.  

 

A major influence on the nucleation processes could be the Zr distribution within the 

aluminosilicate network. Indeed, EXAFS signals show strong evidence for direct linkages 

between Zr polyhedra for MAS-Zr glasses [7] and direct visualization of heterogeneous Zr 

distribution has been observed for MAS and (Z,M)AS glasses [11,53]. Direct linkages 

between [6]Zr is uncommon in zirconosilicates: for baghdadite [31], edge-sharing between 
[6]Zr polyhedra gives a short Zr-Zr distance of 3.25 Å while, in TiZrO4 [27], both edge- and 

corner-sharing are present giving Zr-Zr distances at 3.60 and 3.38-3.55 Å, respectively. These 

latter values are close to the average Zr-Zr distance found in the EXAFS analysis (Table 2). 

The presence of Zr second neighbors is not well established for the NAS-Zr glass, 

though the possibility of Zr second neighbors cannot be completely ruled out. A relationship 

between the role of nucleating agent of Zr and its distribution within the glassy matrix may be 

correlated with the EXAFS evidence of Zr clustering for the (Z,M,C)AS-Zr and LAS-Zr 

glasses contrary to the NAS-Zr glass (Table 2). The close proximity between the Zr cations 

favors the apparition of ZrO2 nano-crystals upon heat treatment. These crystals are the first to 

appear in these aluminosilicate glasses prior to the formation of different phases resulting 

from the crystallization of the aluminosilicate network [11]. As intersite linkages are made 

through edge-sharing in both the starting glass and the nucleated crystals, a medium-range 

ordering around Zr polyhedra will require small rearrangements and small atomic 

displacement to form crystallites.  

There is thus a relationship between the role of nucleating agent of Zr and its 

distribution within the glassy matrix. The proposed trend of Zr clustering for the (Z,M,C)AS-

Zr glasses can be extended to LAS-Zr glass and an homogeneous Zr distribution in NAS-Zr 

glass could be a reason explaining the different crystallization behavior.  

The importance for the nucleation processes of the medium range organization of the 

initial glass has already been observed in the case of TiO2 where preferential linkages 

between Ti and Al polyhedra mimics the first nano-crystals formed upon heat treatments 

[8,12,13]. Highly coordinated Al species play an important role in the formation of structural 
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fluctuations in the system. Indeed Al is usually found in six-fold coordinated sites in crystals 

and the pre-existence of high coordinated Al in the glass lowers diffusion processes and 

energy barriers associated to a coordination change from AlO4 to AlO6. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

We report a study on the environment of Zr in aluminosilicate glasses using Zr K- and L2,3-

edges X-ray absorption spectroscopy, in relation with its nucleating agent properties. 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry measurements have shown a strong nucleating role for Zr 

in Li-bearing aluminosilicate glasses and in Mg-, Ca- and Zn-bearing aluminosilicate glasses. 

On the contrary, adding ZrO2 in sodium aluminosilicate glasses does not induce any 

crystallization. We have shown that the local order is not responsible for this nucleating role. 

Indeed, six-fold coordinated site has been determined for both Li- and Na-bearing glasses. In 

Mg-, Ca- and Zn-bearing glasses, a different Zr local environment has been found with seven-

fold coordination. These results suggest that the origin of the nucleating role must be found at 

medium range order, in relation with the Zr distribution within the aluminosilicate network.  
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Table 1 

Nominal composition (mol%) of the glasses investigated in this study. Temperature of the 

first crystallization peak (TC) with a precision ± 0.5 °C. 

Glass ZnO MgO CaO Li2O Na2O Al2O3 SiO2 ZrO2 TC (°C) 

ZAS 11.08     13.45 75.47  940.9 

ZAS-Zr 10.64     12.91 72.42 4.03 918.2 

ZMAS-

Zr 

2.97 7.67    12.91 72.42 4.03 947.8 

MAS  11.08    13.45 75.47  1032.4 

MAS-Zr  10.64    12.91 72.42 4.03 954.0 

CAS   11.08   13.45 75.47  1258.3 

CAS-Zr   10.64   12.91 72.42 4.03 971.4 

LAS    11.08  13.45 75.47  - 

LAS-Zr    10.64  12.91 72.42 4.03 837.2 

NAS     11.08 13.45 75.47  - 

NAS-Zr     10.64 12.91 72.42 4.03 - 
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Table 2 

Fitting parameters for the different glasses: coordination number (N), distance, R, and 

standard deviation (σ).  

Zr-O shell N R (Å) σ (Å2) 

MAS-Zr 7.2 ± 0.3 2.11 ± 0.01 0.019 ± 0.002 

ZAS-Zr 7.2 ± 0.8 2.12 ± 0.01 0.018 ± 0.002 

CAS-Zr 7.1 ± 0.4 2.10 ± 0.01 0.018 ± 0.002 

LAS-Zr 6.0 ± 0.1 2.09 ± 0.01 0.004 ± 0.002 

NAS-Zr  6.1 ± 0.1 2.08 ± 0.01 0.002 ± 0.002 

Zr-(Si,Al) shell N R (Å) σ (Å2) 

MAS-Zr 3.1 ± 0.5 3.12 ± 0.02 0.024 ± 0.003 

ZAS-Zr 2.8 ± 1.7 3.11 ± 0.02 0.021 ± 0.003 

CAS-Zr 3.1 ± 1.4 3.11 ± 0.02 0.032 ± 0.003 

LAS-Zr 1.1 ± 0.7 3.07 ± 0.03 0.014 ± 0.008 

NAS-Zr  1.0 ± 0.5 3.42 ± 0.02 0.001 ± 0.003 

Zr-Zr shell N R (Å) σ (Å2) 

MAS-Zr 0.8 ± 0.3 3.38 ± 0.03 0.005 ± 0.004 

ZAS-Zr 0.7 ± 0.3 3.38 ± 0.03 0.004 ± 0.004 

CAS-Zr 1.2 ± 0.3 3.38 ± 0.03 0.008 ± 0.004 

LAS-Zr 0.9 ± 0.3 3.42 ± 0.03 0.006 ± 0.004 
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Figure Captions 

 

Fig. 1. Differential scanning calorimetry curves of the glasses without (orange) and with 

(blue) ZrO2. From top to bottom, (a) MAS and MAS-Zr, (b) ZAS and ZAS-Zr, (c) CAS and 

CAS-Zr, (d) LAS and LAS-Zr, (e) NAS and NAS-Zr. Some curves have been shifted for 

clarity. 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Zr L2-edge and (b) L3-edge spectra for crystalline references with different Zr 

environment. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Zr L2-edge and (b) L3-edge spectra for Zr-bearing glasses. Spectra for LAS-Zr and 

NAS-Zr (lower curves) are different than those for (MZ)AS-CAS-Zr (upper curves). 

 

Fig. 4. Zr K-edge spectra for Zr-bearing glasses. Spectra for LAS-Zr and NAS-Zr (lower 

curves) are different than those for (MZ)AS-CAS-Zr (upper curves, shifted by +0.2 for 

clarity). 

 

Fig. 5. (a) EXAFS signals (plain curves) and theoretical signals (circles). (b) Fourier 

transforms of the k2-weighted experimental (plain curves) and calculated (circles) EXAFS 

signals for the different glasses, uncorrected for the phase shift. From top to bottom, (i) NAS-

Zr, (ii) LAS-Zr, (iii) CAS-Zr, (iv) MAS-Zr, (v) ZAS-Zr.  

 

Fig. 6. Models based on the extracted EXAFS parameters for (a) the ZAS-Zr, MAS-Zr and 

CAS-Zr glasses, (b) for the LAS-Zr glass and (c) for the NAS-Zr glass. The (Si,Al) tetrahedra 

could be occupied also by alkali or akaline-earths and could present different coordination, 

such as AlO5 or AlO6 polyhedra.  
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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